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Why is it important

‘As accountants, we need to demand of ourselves that 
we become intolerant of a lack of diversity, a lack of 
inclusion and a lack of equity in organisations where we 
work.  We should not accept the status quo.’

Alan Johnson, President of IFAC, in an interview with ACCA
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1. Defining and embracing diversity, inclusion and equity

2. Impact of the pandemic

3. Finance professionals driving change

4. Questions and answers

Agenda
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Food for thought

73%
think we are an inclusive 

profession

65%
consider that there is a 

strong link to 
organisational success

63%
think that the profession 
has an issue to deal with 

(yes and may be)

54%
don’t know what to do or 

are uncertain
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77% 82% 70% 44%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In October 2020 ACCA conducted a survey of its members, affiliates and future members.  10,049 members responded and whilst we cannot say that they are statistically representative of the membership as a whole, the results do give us insights to contemplate.  The survey was supported by over 20 roundtables that involved nearly 150 individuals from across the globe discussing these issues.73% of those who responded to the survey considered that we are an inclusive profession and a further 65% thought that there was a strong link between inclusion and organisational success.  As finance teams in organisations increasingly become more focused on supporting decision making this sense of inclusion is an important aspect.  On the other hand, 63% of the respondents felt that the profession either, or might, have an issue to address in this regard whilst 54% did not know what to do.The agenda for the research split the considerations into three areas:How we as individuals contribute to organisationsHow we work together as members of the professional body – our ‘in-group’ of ACCAHow that all relates to the profession overall.  So let us start there.
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 ‘It’s hard to define what diversity is because everyone 
has an opinion.’ (Goldman Sachs advertisement 2000)

 ‘Inclusiveness is about understanding that there are 
people in society that need help.’ (a roundtable participant)

What do we mean by diversity 
and inclusion?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we consider the findings of the research we should start by considering what we mean by these terms.  As the quote from a Goldman Sachs advertisement in 2000 suggests, they are terms that we all have a perspective on, some of which may be common but all of us may well have variations in.   One thing is certain, it is a broad definition not a narrow one.  Many people seek to define these terms by the use of analogy.  This helps us understand the nature of the conversation.  An ACCA member, for example, suggested that diversity and inclusion were analogous to cooking, where inclusion was the recipe and diversity the ingredients.  The analogy becomes more powerful if you improvise a recipe from a kitchen full of different ingredients.Gardenswartz and Rowe (2003) have created a four-level model that reflects their analysis of diversity.  It contains four layers that they consider are necessary to set the tone for inclusion by reflecting each person’s reality in the organisation.  These layers are personality, internal dimensions (such as age, race, gender, sexual orientation and ethnicity), external dimensions (such as geographic location, income, recreational habits, educational background, work experience, appearance and martial status) and organisational dimensions (such as work content, location, seniority, functional level and so forth).  It is not just about what we see, it is also about what we don’t see.  Not all differences are immediately visible.
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and what of equity?

 ‘Equity is about bringing fairness to the equation, ensuring fair 
treatment for each of those experiences.  You cannot really have 
diversity and inclusion without having equity as well.’ (a roundtable 
participant)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the core of diversity and inclusion, the terminology has expanded to include the term equity.  This addition was explained by a roundtable participant as follows. ‘Diversity is the mix. Inclusion is how the mix works together. Each of us has a set of unique experiences and individual differences that should all be celebrated.  They are the tangible and intangible, visible and invisible.  But you cannot have diversity without, I believe, equity and inclusion.  Inclusion is the act of being included, valued and respected whilst retaining your own unique identity.  It creates an environment that is respectful and where you harness your differences and welcome them into a safe environment.  Equity is about bringing fairness to the equation, ensuring fair treatment for each of those experiences.  You cannot really have diversity and inclusion without having equity as well’.
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What do we mean?
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My panellists

Alex Alifa
Manager
PwC

Lisa Maenpaa
Financial Officer
Library Office
University of Waterloo

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add your presenter notes here. For a live presentation, the focus must be on your verbal delivery, with the slide visuals complimenting, not dictating you talk. ��When you present – don’t just look at the screen and read your bullet point out. Use these notes to assist with what you say, and the slides behind you to reinforce your message.
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Unconscious bias

System 1 – intuition and instinct System 2 – rational thinking
 Unconscious
 Fast
 Associative
 Automatic
 Error prone

 Slow
 Logical
 Requires effort
 Indecisive
 Reliable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our brain can process about 40 pieces of information every second consciously, but as many as 11 million pieces unconsciously.  We use shortcuts in our mind, such as our history, background and past experiences, to facilitate this unconscious processing.  This is the model of Daniel Kahneman in his book Thinking, Fast and Slow.  But this introduces biases based upon these past experiences.  Evidence suggests that many of our biases form around the age of seven.  What this means is that we tend to prefer people who we think are like us. Consider your own group that you work with.  Look at your inner circle – how like are those people to you?   Look at the people you know well – how similar are they to you?  This is an example of one of these biases called Affinity Bias.  It is normal but sometimes we need to think differently and not unconsciously if we are to break these barriers and be more inclusive and equitable.  There are many biases, Wikipedia lists over 184.  Understanding our biases is important and tests such as IAT can be useful in this regard, however it is a culture change and this takes time.  Appreciating how we are biased and how that impacts our decision making is important.
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Impact of the pandemic

 Diversity and inclusion falls down the agenda?

 Human capital rises in importance

 USD10 trillion – impact on education
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What can I do

 Know the goals 

 Participate honestly

 Actively engage

 Take time to appreciate

 Treat people as they wish to be treated

 Speak up

 Welcome ideas

 Understand what you can bring and do so

 Help others

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some action steps from the report.  Things to think about that you personally can do.
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Email: Telephone: Online:
clive.webb@accaglobal.com +44 (0)7712 414182 www.accaglobal.com/insights

How to stay in touch

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add your presenter notes here. For a live presentation, the focus must be on your verbal delivery, with the slide visuals complimenting, not dictating you talk. ��When you present – don’t just look at the screen and read your bullet point out. Use these notes to assist with what you say, and the slides behind you to reinforce your message.
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